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Worship – Face Down  |  2 Chronicles 29:20-30  |  2 February 2017 

The whole assembly worshiped, and the singers sang and the trumpeters sounded.  (29:28) 

ETEMOLOGY – WORSHIP 

The English word “worship” represents a host of Greek and Hebrew words represented in the list below 

of 10 more prominent Greek words.  The sphere of meaning is wide, rich and deep.  In our approach to 

this word we are staring into a deep blue ocean teaming with meaning.   

Worship, piety, godliness [references found in NIDNTT] 

 

 diakoneo- serve [Vol. 3:544-548] 

eucharistia- thanksgiving [Vol. 3:817 f.] 

euchomai- pray [Vol. 2:861 f.] 

eusebeo- worship 

eusebeia- piety, godliness, religion [Vol. 2:91-95] 

 latreuo- serve [Vol. 3:549-551] 

proskyneo- worship, do obeisance to prostrate oneself [Vol. 2:861 f.] 

sebazomai- worship [Vol. 2:91-95] 

 therapeuo- serve, care for [Vol. 2:164-171] 

theosebeia- reverence for God, piety, religion  [Vol. 2:91-95] 

In our present text, 2 Chronicles 29:28, the Hebrew sahah is used; translated in the LXX Greek 

proskyneo.   

NIDNTT, Vol. 3 

In the overwhelming majority of cases in the LXX proskyneo translates the Hebrew sahah meaning to 

bow down, and is used both of bowing down before men and of worship to God... [Multiple texts are 

noted].  876 

In the NT, as in the world of Israelite-Jewish faith generally, the thought of God’s transcendence closed 

the door on the kind of devaluation of proskyneo [bowing down] to human leaders.  Peter rejects the 

proskynesis of Cornelius with the words “I too am a man,” Ac 10:25 f…  764 

The conversation of Jesus with the Samaritan woman in Jn 4:20-24 leaves an initial impression that 

proskyneo is used here in a wholly figurative sense, since Jesus speaks of proskyneo in spirit and in 
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truth.  But if prostrating oneself no longer plays any definite role, the reference in the statement and 

answer is to the place of worship.  Furthermore, there obviously stands in the background the technical 

use of the world for the pilgrimage of Jews to Jerusalem, so also Jn 12:20; Ac 8:27; 24:11.  If instead of 

naming a place to which the pilgrims should go to worship Jesus says that the true place of worship is in 

the spirit and in truth in place and gesture, is lifted up to a new dimension “spirit and truth.”  This is not 

a proclamation of God’s omnipresence.  The spiritualizing of prayer is neither demanded nor promised.  

This new reality into which the Son alone sets us is to control prayer.  There is no longer to be any 

exclusive place of worship, but prayer is still to take place at specific places and with specific gestures.  

764 

Statistics concerning proskyneo in the NT disclose the astonishing fact that the word is very common in 

the Gospels and Acts and then again in Rev., but that it is completely absent from the Epistles apart from 

two OT quotations in Hb 1:6; 11:21, and one verse in Paul (1 Cor 14:25).  Apart from Ac 24:11, where 

proskyneo is a technical term for the worship of God in the temple, the only instance of proskynesis in 

the primitive Christian community is at 1 Cor 14:25.  But here Paul seems to be using a particularly 

forceful expression for the unconditional subjection which the [saints] confesses, and in so doing he is 

deliberately adopting OT usage.  Elsewhere there is indeed reference to kneeling for prayer (Ac 9:40; 

20:36) or raising the hands in prayer (1 Tim 2:8) but the word proskyneo is not used.  This is, however, a 

further proof of the concreteness of the term.  Proskyneo demands visible majesty before which the 

worshipper bows.  The Son of God was visible to all on earth (the Gospels) and the exalted Lord will 

again be visible to His own when faith gives way to sight (Revelation).  765 

Worship = latreuo 

TDNT, Vol. IV 

Latreuo occurs in the NT 21 times…  The purely religious character of the word as determined by the LXX 

– the influence of the LXX may be seen in the fact that the word never refers to human relations, let 

alone to secular services.  The ministry is always offered to God.  62 

According to the LXX usage the primary reference of latreuo is to the sacrificial ministry which is to be 

offered to Yahweh in contrast to other gods…  In the other NT verses the reference of latreuo is to the 

worship of praise and prayer which all may offer, or else the word is used in an extended, loose and 

almost figurative or spiritualized sense to include every form of divine worship.  63 

Latreia occurs five times in the NT, three refer to the sacrificial ministry…  The concrete idea of sacrifice 

seems always to cling to the noun no less than to the verb.  This is also true in the last verse (Ro 12:1), 

though the use here is metaphorical.  The service which Christians are to offer consists in the fashioning 

of their inner lives and their outward physical conduct in a way which plainly distinguishes them from 

the world and which corresponds to the will of God.  This is the living sacrifice which they have to offer.  

Using a term which was current in the philosophy of his day, Paul describes this sacrifice as a [rational 

act of worship], a service of God.  The biblical history of the cultic term latreia reaches its climax in this 

interiorisation, which is also the most comprehensive exteriorization, and which takes up again the 
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initial prophetic statement in Dt. 10:12 ff.  And now, Israel, what does the Lord your God require of you, 

but to fear the Lord your God, to walk in all his ways, to love him, to serve [latreia] the Lord your God 

with all your heart and with all your soul, and to keep the commandments and statutes of the Lord.  The 

saying of Paul in Ro 12:1 ff. is the crown of this whole development.  65 

 

 


